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Echoes of the Gospel in Harry Potter: From comic books to social blockbusters, everyone enjoys it in some form or another. However, few of us can effectively explain why certain books, movies, and songs resonate so profoundly within us. In Echoes of Eden, Jensen Barrs helps us identify the significance of artistic expression as it reflects the extraordinary creativity and unmatched beauty of the Creator God. Additionally, Barrs provides the keys for evaluating and defining great art: (1) The glory of the original creation; (2) The tragedy of the curse of sin; (3) The hope of final redemption and renewal. These three qualifiers are then put to the test as Barrs investigates five of the world’s most influential authors who serve as ideal case studies in the exploration of the foundations and significance of great art.

The Lord of the Rings, The Bible, and Harry Potter Shadowmancer takes you into a world of superstition, magic and witchcraft, where the ultimate sacrifice might even be life itself. Obadiah Demurral is a sorcerer who is seeking to control the highest power in the Universe. He will stop at nothing. The only people in his way are Raphah, Kate, Thomas and the mysterious Jacob Crane. Packed full of history, folklore and smuggling. Shadowmancer is a tale of an epic battle that will grip both young and old. The thrills, suspense and danger are guaranteed to grab the attention and stretch imagination to its limit.

Echoes of Eden is the Harry Potter phenomenon a harmless fantasy or a dangerous fascination? This book responds by outlining the various forms of occultism included in the first four Potter books, then offers Scriptural responses to those issues and discusses the psychological and spiritual dangers associated with the Rowling volumes.

The Gospel According to Harry Potter: Tagline: Now Exploring Books One through Seven

Lord of the World (Dystopian Novel) Since their earliest publication, controversy has surrounded the “Harry Potter” books in religious circles, with many believing that they promote un-Christian values. This title makes a case for the books as upholding and promoting Christian morality and spiritual truth.

What’s a Christian to Do with Harry Potter? - Sought-after resource for using the themes of Harry Potter in the faith formation arena - Resource for parish retreats, confirmation, education, and multi-generational settings - Study Guide included J. K. Rowling was less obvious than C. S. Lewis or J. R. R. Tolkien in her grounding of the Harry Potter series in deeply held Christian convictions, leaving many with a strong sense that these stories are spiritual lessons but not sure how to flesh out these theological ideas for teaching, parenting, mentoring, and forming faith. The Harry Potter series stands as one compelling narrative, rooted in Rowling’s Anglican worldview and theology. This book tells the story of the Bible, explaining how it came to be constructed and how it has been understood, from its remote beginnings down to the present. John Barton describes how the narratives, laws, prophets, poems and letters which comprise the Bible were written and when, what we know - and what we cannot know - about their authors and what they might have meant, as well as how these extraordinarily disparate writings relate to each other. His incisive readings shed new light on even the most elementary passages, exposing not only the sources and traditions behind them, but also the hands of the scribes and editors who assembled and reshaped them. Untangling the process by which some texts which we regarded as holy, became canonical and were included, and others didn’t, Barton demonstrates that the Bible is not the test text it is often perceived to be, but the result of a long and intriguing evolution. Tracing its dissemination, translation and interpretation in Judaism and Christianity from Antiquity to the reformation of biblical scholarship, Barton elucidates how meaning has both been drawn from the Bible and imposed upon it. Part of the book’s originality is to illuminate the gap between religion and scripture, the ways in which neither maps exactly onto the other, and how religious thinkers from Augustine to Luther and Spinoza have reckoned with this. Barton shows that if we are to regard the Bible as authoritative, it cannot be a believers’ version: often written in the past.

Harry Potter and the Bible: WINNER OF THE 2019 DUFF COOPER PRIZE THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER 'With emotional and psychological insight, Barton unlocks this sleeping giant of our culture. In the process, he has produced a masterpiece.' — Sunday Times The Bible is the central book of Western culture. For the two faiths which it holds so sacred, it is the bedrock of their religion, a singular authority on what to believe and how to live. For non-believers too, it has commanding status. It is one of the great works of world literature, woven to an unparalleled degree into our language and thought. This book tells the story of the Bible, explaining how it came to be constructed and how it has been understood, from its remote beginnings down to the present. John Barton describes how the narratives, laws, prophets, poems and letters which comprise the Bible were written and when, what we know - and what we cannot know - about their authors and what they might have meant, as well as how these extraordinarily disparate writings relate to each other. His incisive readings shed new light on even the most elementary passages, exposing not only the sources and traditions behind them, but also the hands of the scribes and editors who assembled and reshaped them. Untangling the process by which some texts which we regarded as holy, became canonical and were included, and others didn’t, Barton demonstrates that the Bible is not the test text it is often perceived to be, but the result of a long and intriguing evolution. Tracing its dissemination, translation and interpretation in Judaism and Christianity from Antiquity to the reformation of biblical scholarship, Barton elucidates how meaning has both been drawn from the Bible and imposed upon it. Part of the book’s originality is to illuminate the gap between religion and scripture, the ways in which neither maps exactly onto the other, and how religious thinkers from Augustine to Luther and Spinoza have reckoned with this. Barton shows that if we are to regard the Bible as authoritative, it cannot be a believers’ version: often written in the past.

Harry Potter, Narnia, and The Lord of the Rings - “Steve Wohlberg has glimpsed the horizon and issued an urgent warning.” — The Counterfeits Project, Author of One World and Avatar of Night Hour of the Witch — Gazing down to Earth’s last days with heavenly vision, the Bible’s last book predicts, “Through sorcery all nations were deceived” (Revelation 18:23). This is no fictitious pronouncement, but the ominous truth about the end-times. Kids, teenagers, and adults around the world have become fascinated with Harry Potter, Narnia, and The Lord of the Rings. What’s a Christian to Do with Harry Potter? Sought-after resource for using the themes of Harry Potter in the faith formation arena - Resource for parish retreats, confirmation, education, and multi-generational settings - Study Guide included J. K. Rowling was less obvious than C. S. Lewis or J. R. R. Tolkien in her grounding of the Harry Potter series in deeply held Christian convictions, leaving many with a strong sense that these stories are spiritual lessons but not sure how to flesh out these theological ideas for teaching, parenting, mentoring, and forming faith. The Harry Potter series stands as one compelling narrative, rooted in Rowling’s Anglican worldview and theology. This book tells the story of the Bible, explaining how it came to be constructed and how it has been understood, from its remote beginnings down to the present. John Barton describes how the narratives, laws, prophets, poems and letters which comprise the Bible were written and when, what we know - and what we cannot know - about their authors and what they might have meant, as well as how these extraordinarily disparate writings relate to each other. His incisive readings shed new light on even the most elementary passages, exposing not only the sources and traditions behind them, but also the hands of the scribes and editors who assembled and reshaped them. Untangling the process by which some texts which we regarded as holy, became canonical and were included, and others didn’t, Barton demonstrates that the Bible is not the test text it is often perceived to be, but the result of a long and intriguing evolution. Tracing its dissemination, translation and interpretation in Judaism and Christianity from Antiquity to the reformation of biblical scholarship, Barton elucidates how meaning has both been drawn from the Bible and imposed upon it. Part of the book’s originality is to illuminate the gap between religion and scripture, the ways in which neither maps exactly onto the other, and how religious thinkers from Augustine to Luther and Spinoza have reckoned with this. Barton shows that if we are to regard the Bible as authoritative, it cannot be a believers’ version: often written in the past.
of the debate are saying about Harry Potter—and decide what you believe. Learn how you can use the stories to protect your child from real occult influences. In What’s a Christian to Do with Harry Potter?, you’ll explore the valid concerns some Christians have about the series, sort out the fact and fiction at the center of the debate, discover biblical answers that may surprise you, and learn how you can tap into this powerful cultural phenomenon to help advance the kingdom of God. This book has not been prepared, approved, or licensed by any person or entity that created, published, or produced the Harry Potter books or related properties.

Some Fruits of Solitude: The best-selling book series of all time and the best-selling book of all time—do they have anything in common? And if so, might there be a reason for that? Echoes of the Gospel in Harry Potter suggests that there is a profound connection between these two beloved and inspirational stories and, moreover, that it is the connection between the two that has caused them to be so widely read and enjoyed. Each chapter sheds light on this connection from a different angle by unpacking how either an aspect of the magical world, a character, or a theme in Harry Potter echoes the gospel—the story the Bible is telling that finds its climax in Jesus Christ. Whether Christian or non-Christian, well-versed in the Bible or unfamiliar with it, fans of the Harry Potter series will find this an illuminating and captivating read.

The Gospel According to Harry Potter This Bible study reveals how Christians can enjoy Harry Potter. The final four Harry Potter movies—Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix, Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince, Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows—take a page from the book of life. They will see God: purity of heart and purity of blood. Life and death: Power is made perfect in weakness: Power and weakness: To lay down one’s life for one’s friends: Freedom and determination: A pretty boring life: the hidden and the ostentatious: Telling it like it is: the struggle for truth—They will see God: purity of heart and purity of blood.


A History of the Bible’s Christianity.

Teaching Faith with Harry Potter A companion to the best-selling The Gospel According to Harry Potter, this ten-session study, appropriate for youth and adults, explores the religious themes that are prevalent in the popular series of children’s books and films. Each session recommends scenes from the DVD and video releases of the first two Harry Potter movies, along with corresponding passages from the books, to facilitate discussion.

How Harry Cast His Spell Written by Rebecca McLaughlin, Author of Confronting Christianity In a world of increasing ideological diversity, kids are being challenged to think through their own beliefs at an early age. Questions like How can I believe the Bible is true?, Why can’t we just agree that love is love?, and Isn’t Christianity against diversity? can seem like roadblocks for kids who are following Jesus, as well as for those who might otherwise consider faith in Christ. In this helpful book—written both for Christian kids and for those who think Jesus is just a fairy tale character—Rebecca McLaughlin invites readers ages 12–15 to dig deep into hard questions for themselves and perhaps discover that the things that once looked like roadblocks to faith might actually be signposts.

The Harry Potter Bible Study Dietary fiber is widely recognized as an essential element of good nutrition. In fact, research on the use of fiber in food science and medicine is being conducted at an incredible pace. CRC Handbook of Dietary Fiber in Human Nutrition, Third Edition explores the chemistry, analytical methodologies, physiological and biochemical aspects, clinical and epidemiological studies, and consumption patterns of dietary fiber.

Christian Virtues Examines J. K. Rowling’s “Harry Potter” books, discussing their use of occult imagery and their potential dangers to Christians, and compares them to the “safer” works of C. S. Lewis and J. R. R. Tolkien.

Hour of the Witch Join Neal as he explores how key characters in the Harry Potter books, the Chronicles of Narnia, and the Star Wars movies deal with the problem of good and evil as they choose and face difficult—and how their choices form their characters.

The Triumph of Goodness This eBook has been formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices. Lord of the World is a dystopian novel that centers upon the reign of the Anti-Christ and the End of the World. In early 21st-century London, two priests, the white-haired Father Percy Franklin and the younger Father John Francis, are visiting the subterranean church of St. Augustine’s, where they are likely to be the last Roman Catholic priests on earth. The journey into the depths leads them to secret caches of ancient texts—and to an ancient secret that the church has tried to keep hidden for centuries. As the priests are about to uncover the secret, they hear a voice that claims they will never learn its truth. But the priests are determined to learn the truth, and they continue their journey. As they approach an ancient ruin, they begin to realize that the secret they have been searching for is the secret of the original sin itself. The priests are faced with a choice: should they continue their search and uncover the truth, or should they follow the voice that claims they will never learn it? The Triumph of Goodness explores this dilemma and raises the question of whether human beings can ever truly understand the secret of their own existence.

The Gospel According to Harry Potter

10 Questions Every Teen Should Ask (and Answer) about Christianity: Thescope and tragedy of the thing: the structure of the series—More things in heaven and earth: going beyond the normal—As if a man were author of himself: good against evil—Beatitude—Don’t be afraid: life and death—Power is made perfect in weakness: power and weakness—To lay down one’s life for one’s friends: love and sacrifice—It is essential that you understand this: freedom and determination—A pretty boring life: the hidden and the ostentatious—Telling it like it is: the struggle for truth—They will see God: purity of heart and purity of blood.

Baptizing Harry Potter Abanes takes a balanced look at the fantasy phenomenon and clears away the confusion that many feel when they approach fantasy books and films. Ready Player One The Harry Potter story as a guide to life’s deepest truths, offering inspiration about faith, friendship, courage, loyalty, love, and other wisdom of the Bible. Advice on how to live like Christ and Harry Potter heroes.

Harry Potter, Witchcraft and the Bible “Previously published as Hour of the witch”—T. p. verso.

Insight

Mass 103. Provides a Christian interpretation of the first six books, arguing that the series supports biblical teaching as opposed to the practice of the occult, and offers insights into character names, imagery, and themes.